Formal Verification of masked cryptographic Hardware/Software Implementations (AISEC)
Implementing cryptographic algorithms in hardware or software requires special care. With side-channel attacks, an attacker can extract sensitive information. Masking [1] is an established countermeasure to harden implementations against these attacks by splitting secret information into shares and “masking” these shares with random data. However, implementing masking is a tedious and error-prone task, as it requires keeping all masked shares separated in a circuit. Recent works have shown how formal verification can prove the security of masked hardware [2] and software [3] implementations. Applying these tools to more complex implementations or FPGAs is an active research topic.

Depending on your skill set and interest, you can focus on either hardware or software implementations. Within this research, practical and theoretical topics for either a bachelor or master thesis, or a research internship are available. This work can be conducted in German or in English.

Prerequisites

* Experience with Python
* For focus on hardware implementations: (System) Verilog or VHDL
* For focus on software implementations: C and Assembly (ARM/RISC-V)
* Basic understanding of cryptographic algorithms (e.g. AES) and side-channel attacks
* Optional: Knowledge on masking

Contact

Please send an email with:
* A short CV
* Your last grading sheet
* 3-5 dates, which fit to your schedule, for a meeting.
* Whether you are interested in a master/bachelor thesis, or a research internship and masking in software or hardware

Felix Oberhansl,

felix.oberhansl@aisec.fraunhofer.de
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